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This article contains the spiritual facts (realities) I was given prophetically on the above date.

These have been ‘The Word’ for me as they come from “the word of God” to me.
The facts are on page one. The source quotes are on page 2, so it is clear where they came from.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SOURCE FILE: “41-Change is Essential, Don’t Resist it”i

1. This is a time of change in usii

2. The changes in  us are essential to get us ready for what’s coming.iii

3. Many sons are changing. They may be fragile until they stabilize on who they’ve become.iv

4. Don’t resist change.v

5. Change is constantly going on in the Kingdom, so flow with, not against it.vi

6. During our metamorphosis through the changes that occur, we must keep our eyes on the King, not
ourselves, so the transition is successful.vii

7. Only our King can take us to our destiny, not us or any leader.viii

8. There will be a strong pull to resist change. Don’t give in to it.ix

9. Some changes will seem illogical, which is why we need his ‘big picture’ to see what’s going on.x

10. Note and acknowledge all the changes so the pull to give up is loosened.xi

11. I am to draw others with me through the changes and help them to understand what’s going on.xii

12. We must want to change, even fervently.xiii

13. Although the days ahead are dark, our transformation will be the benefit we are to focus on.xiv

14. We will be changed to display the King’s glory, which is why he needs to make the changes.xv

15. I am to strengthen my resolve for the times ahead.xvi

16. We are to acknowledge him all the time and to everyone.xvii
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i – canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/41-Change-is-Essential-do-not-Resist-it.pdf 

ii – “This is an important time, a time of change for you and for others. Those in your care are changing 
too, so treat them carefully as they will be fragile until they get a firm foothold on their new self…Yes, 
change, change,and more changes are on the horizon…Change, change, change and more change.”

iii – “These changes are essential for what is coming to you.”

iv – “This is an important time, a time of change for you and for others. Those in your care are changing 
too, so treat them carefully as they will be fragile until they get a firm foothold on their new self”

v – “Don’t resist change.”

vi – “Flow with it as the ebb and flow of the Kingdom requires continual adjustment. In the spirit change 
is easy, but in the natural – well you know how difficult and stressful that is.”

vii – “My son, look to me. Keep your eyes on me so that the changes – the metamorphosis – that you are 
going through will be a seamless transition.”

viii – “Only I can take you where you are going and who you will become. No one else can do it for you.”

ix – “Please mark this indelibly in your heart and mind as there will be a strong pull to resist the changes. 
Some of these [changes] are not nice and will cause you to resist – don’t resist.”

x – “You will not see the whole picture until you’re well into the changes, so the step-by-step alterations 
will sometimes seem illogical.”

xi – “Mark each milestone in your heart so you don’t lose your tenacity to move forward.”

xii – “Draw others with you and help them see the pluses in their lives with each major change.”

xiii – “ I can’t tell you loudly and clearly enough that changes in and around you must be handled 
judiciously and with fervour. You must want to change because you need to change.”

xiv – “Yes, the days ahead are dark, but the ‘silver lining’ is who you will become in those days.”

xv – “Allow me to make the changes so my glory can be manifested in you to the world.”

xvi – “'Steel' yourself for what’s ahead and see to it that you acknowledge me in all things and at all times
and to all people.”

xvii – “'Steel' yourself for what’s ahead and see to it that you acknowledge me in all things and at all 
times and to all people.”
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